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Abstract 
This study describes the relationship between equivalence and shift in literary translation. 

The perspective of several distinguished scholars will be presented along with several examples 
taken from two different Romanian translations of the same novel, Shogun by James Clavell. 
Owing to the fact that the second version appeared 20 years after the first one we will be able to see 
how equivalence and shift were perceived diachronically. After having identified several types of 
non-equivalence and non-obligatory shifts, the end conclusion will be drawn, it being that 
equivalence cannot be attained without shifts, and shifts should always be made keeping in mind the 
goal of equivalence. 
 
Rezumat 

Studiul descrie raportul dintre echivalenţă şi transfer în traducerea literară. Se va prezenta 
perspectiva a mai multor distinşi erudiţi, împreună cu mai multe exemple luate din două traduceri 
româneşti diferite ale aceluiaşi roman, Shogun de James Clavell. Datorită faptului că cea de-a 
doua versiune a apărut la 20 de ani după prima, vom putea observa modul în care echivalenţa şi 
transferul au fost percepute din punct de vedere diacronic. După identificarea mai multor tipuri de 
non-echivalenţă şi transferuri non-obligatorii, se va desprinde concluzia finală, aceea că 
echivalenţa nu poate fi realizată fără transferuri, iar transferurile trebuie efectuate mereu în scopul 
echivalenţei. 
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The complex process of literary translation entails the accurate manner of restoring a certain 
reality in a different cultural context than its original one. Of course, the relocation of this reality 
raises many obstacles, ranging from the linguistic, to the meta-linguistic ones.  

A book’s value is given by the ideas it contains on one hand, and by style, levels of 
understanding and words on the other. In order to translate the ideas as accurately as possible, the 
translator must know the context in which the book was written, be it historical, social or political, 
and the author’s creed. As far as the style and the levels of understanding are concerned, these 
aspects require the most of the translator’s abilities. 

If transferring words form one language to another is greatly helped by a dictionary, the 
preservation of style and levels of understanding is closely linked with, and depends on the 
translator’s knowledge and experience. In the case of literary translation, the translator must choose 
from a different linguistic code those words that will maintain the area of possible interpretation 
found in the original. He thus has to re-establish the road taken by the writer and repeat the author’s 
creation effort in his cultural space.  

The constraints do not only concern the initial text, but also the different ways the source 
and target languages encode reality, more specifically the ideological expectations and the artistic 
patterns. Creative freedom means that the translator must exploit the cultural, linguistic and literary 
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context in an ingenious manner, so that he can make full use of the target language potential 
throughout the whole process. We are thus talking about recreation, because the mere translation of 
a literary work is impossible.  

This is why most theoreticians focus on the idea of equivalence, which they find 
fundamental for the success of a translation. A total translation is impossible because every 
translation is a subjective interpretation, and it cannot be equivalent to the original on all levels. 
This being said, all major theoreticians agree that the most desirable type of equivalence is the 
semantic one. 

There are several major equivalence theories, the earliest one being that of Roman Jakobson 
(1959), who presents a new concept, that of equivalence in difference. The author suggests that in 
cases where there is no full equivalence between code units, the translator must be ready to adapt 
himself and make use of neologisms, loanwords, semantic shifts etc.  

The next theory with an important impact on translation studies was that of E. Nida and C. 
R. Tarber (1969), who argue that there are two types of equivalence, the formal and the dynamic 
one. The first “focuses attention on the message itself, in both form and content”[1] and the second 
is based on the principle of equivalent effect. We therefore have a division between a formally 
correct translation and a semantically correct one. The formal correspondence implies the usage of 
the closes equivalent of an original word or phrase. This type of translation can have serious 
implications in the target language, where the targeted audience may have difficulty in 
understanding the message, in view of the fact that formal equivalents do not always convey the 
message of the original. In contrast, dynamic equivalence in translation necessitates equivalents that 
will trigger the same impact on the target audience that the original did for its initial one.     

Juliane House (1981) suggests the new concepts of overt and covert translation and 
equivalence. In her own words ”A covert translation operates quite ”overtly” in the different frame 
and discourse world provided in the target lingua culture without wishing to coactivate the 
discourse world in which the original had unfolded.”[2] Thus, an overt translation will not be a 
second original and will keep its foreign origin and the translator’s work visible. The source and the 
target texts will only be equivalent on normative, register and genre levels.  

The covert translation will represent the original in a different context by recreating an 
equivalent speech event and reproducing the original’s functions. The translator’s goal is to attain 
true functional equivalence and to apply a cultural filter to the original, so as to integrate it in the 
target culture. 

Another important theory is that of Mona Baker, whose study on translation equivalence 
eliminates the divisions mentioned before, and increases the applicability of equivalence in 
translation. If until then, the translator had two choices, that of concentrating on the formal or on the 
dynamic dimension, Mona Baker talks about a broader equivalence, comprising the following 
levels: 

• denotative (equivalence at word level); 
• connotative (equivalence of the message); 
• text-normative (equivalence of effect the message has on the reader); 
• pragmatic (equivalence in coherence and interpretation); 

The translation shift is the inherent alteration of information when relocating a message 
from the source to the target language. This concept was introduced by John Catford (1965), who 
sais that a shift occurs when we encounter departures from formal correspondence. He makes a 
clear distinction between obligatory shifts (imposed by the structure of the target language) and 
optional shifts (cultural or stylistic adaptations that the translator might choose to make).  

Anton Popovic (1970), trying to better pinpoint the area where a shift might appear, 
explains: ”All that appears as new with respect to the original, or fails to appear where it might have 
been expected, may be interpreted as a shift.”[3] Furthermore, Popovic justifies the inherence of 
shifts by saying that differences in language are inherent but do not affect the text substance as they 
are merely the results of the evolution path each language followed.  
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Since obligatory shifts are inherent and their presence is self explanatory, we will 
concentrate more on the non-obligatory shifts that may occur at different levels. They are the result 
of deliberate changes made by the translator motivated by cultural differences, ideological and 
stylistic differences. 

The next excerpts are taken from two translation versions of the novel Shogun by James 
Clavell. The first version, that will be marked T1, belongs to Doina Ceraceanu and was published in 
the year 1988. The second translation, marked T2, appeared in 2008 and was conducted by Alfred 
Neagu. The following paragraphs were chosen so as to contain a broader line of equivalence types 
and shifts that will help exemplify the theoretical information presented thus far.  
Toranaga nu rupse imediat sigiliile, oricît de mult dorea s-o facă. Aşteptă liniştit pînă-i fu adus un 
chimonou uscat. Un servitor îi ţinea o umbrelă mare din hîrtie îmbibată în ulei, şi el se îndrepta 
spre reşedinţa sa din cetate. Supa şi ceaiul îl aşteptau. Le sorbi pe îndelete şi ascultă ploaia. Cînd 
se simţi calm, îşi rîndui străjile şi intră într-o încăpere mai retrasă. Rupse sigiliile. Hîrtia celor 
patru suluri era foarte subţire, scrisul mărunt, mesajul lung şi încifrat. Descifrarea era anevoioasă. 
Cînd fu gata, citi mesajul de două ori, apoi îşi lăsă gîndurile să rătăcească. 
Toranaga nu se grăbi să rupă sigiliile, deşi tare ar mai fi vrut. Aşteptă cu răbdare până i se aduse 
un alt kimono uscat. Un servitor îi ţinu deasupra capului o umbrelă mare din hârtie cerată şi el se 
îndreptă spre încăperile rezervate lui personal din fortareaţă. Acolo îl aşteptau supa şi nişte cha. 
Sorbi supa, bău cha şi ascultă ropotul ploii. Când se simţi mult mai calm, rândui gărzile şi se duse 
în încăperea cea mai izolată. Aici, în deplină singuratate, rupse sigiliile. Cele patru suluri erau 
scrise pe o hârtie din cea mai subţire, caracterele minuscule, mesajul lung şi transmis în cod. 
Decodificarea era treabă laborioasă. După ce termină, citi mesajul o dată, îl mai parcurse de două 
ori. 
 

Source text T1 T2 
kimono chimonou kimono 

oiled-paper hârtie îmbibată în ulei hârtie cerată 
sipped sorbi sorbi/bău 

listened to the rain ascultă ploaia ascultă ropotul ploii 
very thin foarte subţțire din cea mai subţțire 

he read the message and then 
reread it twice 

citi mesajul de două ori citi mesajul o dată, îl mai 
parcurse de două ori 

cha ceai cha 
 

This fragment contains different types of non-equivalence. For example, T1 adapts the 
Japanese word kimono to the Romanian language and uses chimonou. This is inconsistent with the 
original, where many Japanese words like cha, -san, koku, daimyo were kept as pieces of Japanese 
language in order to build up the exoticism of the storyline.  

We can also notice that we have different types of shifts, some of which help the fluency of 
the text, as in the case where T2 translates sipped by two verbs sorbi and then bău, which doesn’t 
affect the translation and does not alter the functions of the original.  

In other situations we have non-obligatory shifts. To begin with, T2 translates oiled paper 
by hârtie cerată, a concept that did not exists in the age evoked in the novel. Or, where the original 
says that Toranaga was listening to the rain, T2 translates by ropotul ploii, suggesting that the rain 
was heavy- thus shifting the message by adding a piece of unnecessary information. We encounter 
the same type of mistake where T2 translates the original very thin into din cea mai subţire.  

The most serious non-equivalence problem of the fragment appears in T1, where the original 
information is only partially translated. The original says that Toranga read the message and then 
reread it twice, which means that, in total, he read the message three times. However, T1 translates 
by saying that he only read the message twice. The non-equivalence problem we have here is not 
only that of translating three times as two times, but that of a stylistic alteration, as T1 fails to show 
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the tension of the scene, where a message was received, that was so important it had to be read 
times and times again. 
The next excerpt contains both denotative and connotative non-equivalence instances. 
De ani Yabu avea o teorie ţinută în mare taină. În sfârşit, gândi el plin de bucurie, poţi să o dezvolţi 
şi să o pui în aplicare: cinci sute de samurai aleşi pe sprânceană, înarmaţi cu muschete, dar 
pregătiţi ca o unitate de sine stătătoare, în avangarda celor douăsprezece mii de soldaţi din trupele 
tale obişnuite, sprijiniţi de cele douăzeci de tunuri, folosite într-un chip anume, de oameni anume 
pregătiţi, instruiţi şi ei tot ca o unitate. O strategie nouă pentru o eră nouă! În războiul care vine, 
armele de foc ar putea fi hotărâtoare. 
Dar Yabu cocea de ani şi ani de zile propria-i strategie tainică. A venit ea şi ziua când poţi să-ţi 
lărgeşti vederile şi să le dai viaţă: cinci sute de samurai aleşi pe sprânceană, înarmaţi cu muschete, 
dar instruiţi să acţioneze ca o singură unitate de luptă, formând un vârf de lance în faţa celor 
douăsprezece mii de oameni din unităţile regulate, sprijiniţi de douăzeci de tunuri, folosiţi după o 
strategie anume, de oameni pregătiţi anume, care acţionează de asemenea ca o singură unitate de 
luptă! O nouă strategie pentru o epocă nouă! În războaiele care se anunţă, armele astea de foc pot 
hotărî soarta bătăliilor. 
 

Source text T1 T2 
had avea cocea 

spearheading în avangarda formând un vârf de lance 
war războiul războaiele 
used folosite folosiţi 

expand it să o dezvolţi să-ţi lărgeşti vederile 
regulated obişnuite regulate, 

 
This paragraph contains very good examples of translation shifts. Some of the shifts are 

optional, because they occur without any linguistic or cultural necessity. If there are two or more 
alternative translations for the translator to choose from, the resulting shift is considered optional. 
This is the case for the first two table entries. 
  The other non-equivalence examples seen above are in fact mistranslations. The third and 
fourth examples are non-obligatory grammatical shifts. In the third example a noun in singular form 
is translated as a plural and in the forth one, the translator makes the subject-predicate agreement, 
with the subject of another sentence. He considered troops to be the subject of the verb used instead 
of the correct choice, canons. The last two entries in the table are examples of failed connotative 
equivalence. 
The last selection will illustrate a series of non-equivalence types, such as textual (changes of word 
order), rhetoric (fluency of the text), addition and deletion of information. 
— Foarte, încuviinţă Blackthorne politicos şi-şi lăsă mintea să cearnă veştile primite. Privi spre 
mare, verificînd inconştient cerul, apa şi vîntul. Totul era bine şi-n ordine, bărcile pescăreşti se 
mişcau alene, încoace şi-ncolo, duse de valuri, iar în prora fiecăreia, sub un felinar, stătea un om 
care, din cînd în cînd, străpungea apa cu ostia, scoţînd mai întotdeauna un chefal, care se-ncovriga 
şi se răsucea în vîrful ţepuşii. 
— Foarte multă, întări politicos Blackthorne. 
Cântări informaţiile primite. Se uită spre mare, fără să-şi dea seama verificând cerul, marea şi 
vântul. Totul era liniştit, în bună rânduială, bărcile pescăreşti se lăsaseră indiferente în voia 
mareei şi pluteau şi mai aproape şi mai departe, la prova fiecăreia se afla câte unul, lângă felinar, 
care dădea din când în când cu suliţa în apă şi de cele mai multe ori în vârful ei apărea zbătându-
se câte un biban roşu de mare, sau un chefal mai dolofan. 
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Source text T1 T2 
unconsciously inconştient fără să-şi dea seama 

bream or mullet or red 
snapper 

chefal biban roşu de mare, sau un chefal 

near and far încoace şi-ncolo mai aproape şi mai departe 
stabbing down străpungea dădea 

 
If in the original we have the following sentence, He glanced seaward, unconsciously 

checking the sky and sea, where the adverb unconsciously determines the verb to check, T2 
translates Se uita spre mare fără să-şi dea seama verificând cerul, where fără să-şi dea seama, 
determines the verb se uita. This grammatical shift does therefore result in a message alteration. A 
more severe denotative non-equivalence, is that of translating the fish species, which both 
translations fail to do properly. The original text mentions 3 species, while T1 only mentions one -
chefal, and T2 two -biban roşu de mare, chefal. As we can se below, thare are, in fact, three 
different species of fish: bream (Abramis brama), mullet (Mugilidae) and red snapper (Lutjanus 
campechanus). 

Next, we have an example of rhetoric non-equivalence, which doesn’t modify the original 
message but affects the fluency of the text. More precisely, the original near and far, is translated 
by T1 as încoace şi-ncolo, and by T2 as mai aproape şi mai departe, which although is a perfect 
equivalent translation of the original, does not flow naturally in the Romanian language. 

We also have meaning and poetical image alteration, in the translation of stabbing down as 
dădea in T2, while T1 translates it correctly as străpungea. The word stabbing reflects the violence 
of the action and also evokes a visual image, while dădea fails to trigger the same effect. 

As we could see in the previous examples, equivalence is not always so easy to attain, and 
shifting is frequently a means to an end. More precisely, shifts can insure equivalence in a 
translation, but can also easily alter the original message, which means that there is only a very 
narrow line between equivalence and non-equivalence, and the difficulty consists in finding it.  

Of, course a total translation is impossible, because total equivalence is impossible to obtain. 
Having said this, a very good translation means strictly following all the limitations and freely and 
creatively choosing the correct equivalents. As seen in the fragments above, translation is not only a 
matter of finding equivalents for each independent unit or word of a sentence, but rather of finding 
equivalents for each part of a whole, so as to keep the message alterations to a minimum. The 
fragments analysed here were chosen so as to show different types of problems that may occur, 
such as translation of loan-words, decoding ambiguous fragments and preserving text 
particularities. 

In conclusion, translation is a meticulous process that invests the translator with much 
responsibility on one hand, and high authority on the other, so as to mediate the clash of 
civilisations. 
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